POEMS
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1. Weathered Words
2. A Cesspool of Images
WEATHERED WORDS

Weathered words evaporate
Out of dusty books
Standing tall on a shelf;
Words obsolete, words obscure,
Ditched by the winds of change,
Words once adorned
On the tongue of poets,
Words once revered
For beauty and youth,
These words
On the edge of their existence
Creeping out
Of the grimy confinements,
Consummating with the winds,
Reshaping themselves
On the sacrificing altar
Of change.
Now, these words breathed in
Like oxygen,
Adopted like orphans,
Securing their place
Once again,
In the stories
Of futurity and infinity.
A CESSPOOL OF IMAGES

A cesspool
Of sinister images
That pall over my eyes—
My eyes reflecting the horror;
I wallow in the darkness
Of this cesspool,
Rumbling my way
Through the thickness
Of this ghouliness;
I hope to unearth the embers
Of the murdered light,
And swallow them down,
Letting my body smolder
Into the flames
Of a newborn light.
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